Online knowledge of genes involved in mouse kidney development is available from the literature (PubMed ) and text-based (Kidney Development and Mouse Gene Expression-GXD) databases. Further information is in gene databases of other organisms having tissues homologous to the metanephros (e.g. Drosophila Malpighian tubules; tools are available for identifying mouse homologues of non-mouse genes) and from tissues homologous to those in the developing kidney (e.g. mesothelium that, like nephrons, arises from a mesenchyme to epithelial transition). Future databases will also include graphical data, and this knowledge will provide a further level of insight. These databases and tools are discussed here.
Introduction
Modern biology has been transformed by the existence of web-accessible databases of a range and depth that would have seemed inconceivable a mere decade ago. A measure of the scale is provided by Infobiogen (Table 1 ; websites are italicized), a website that provides links to )500 bioinformatics databases and facilities, most of which store sequence data. There is also a set of informatics tools (e.g. the BCM search launcher) that allows a user to explore, search and analyse these databases.
As most mRNA and protein databases do not link their sequence data to an expression domain, standard searches [e.g. Sequence Retrieval System (SRS )] on these databases will not find genes expressed by the kidney. For this, one needs to access those few databases that link anatomical and genetic data, and the kidney field has its own powerful resource, the Kidney Development Database (KDD) which stores a very large amount of expression, development, transgenic and other material, mainly gleaned from mouse studies, the default experimental model for mammals. However, as databases can only incorporate extant knowledge, and as there is much about the genetic basis of kidney development that remains unknown, there are still many gaps in KDD that need to be filled. One source is of course experimental data, but an obvious alternative, at least for candidate genes, is the other gene expression databases.
The purpose of this short paper is to point readers to such databases and the tools that will allow someone who is not a bioinformatics expert to search in silico for candidate genes that might be expressed in the developing mouse kidney.
Methodology and databases

Identifying genes
The easiest way to identify novel genes should be through the literature, but, even though most abstracts (e.g. PubMed ), many journals and details of inherited diseases (OMIM ) are available on-line, the literature, even in its on-line format, is less useful than one might expect. This is partly because the anatomical indexing is so poor and partly because some expression data are never published: journals are unwilling to accept raw data whose importance is unclear, and have limited space, a limitation that does not apply to databases which can incorporate small nuggets of data that are too small to merit paper publication. The databases may thus hold more searchable material than the literature, provided that a user knows how to access it, and the following examples illustrate the types of questions that are likely to yield results.
What genes are expressed in tissues homologous or analogous to the mouse metanephros?
The tissues will be the various types of kidney or their analogues in organisms less sophisticated than the mouse, and examples are the zebrafish pronephros (ZFIN ), the Malpighian tubules of Drosophila (Flybase) and the excretory system of Caenorhabditis elegans (Wormbase). Searching for genes expressed in these tissues can be done via the literature and the relevant databases.
As the genes generated by such searches will not come from the 'right' animal, their mouse homologues need to be identified. The standard bioinformatics approach is to compare these sequences with all those in the sequence databases, using the BLAST or FASTA matching algorithms to identify mouse homologues. The difficulty with this tool is that a search can generate far too many homologous sequences and it can take some time to eliminate the non-mouse genes.
A simpler approach is to use GHOST, the Gene Homologue Online Search Tool: this tool provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to and filters for Entrez, the database maintained by the National Centre for Biotechnology Information that not only contains sequence data, but also incorporates the results of BLAST searches. GHOST requires that the user specify a protein name, the organism in which it is expressed (e.g. Drosophila) and the target organism (mouse). GHOST then takes the user through the search progress and generates, say, the mouse homologues of the non-mouse genes, together with links to their webpages and sequence comparisons.
What genes are expressed in tissues aspects of whose development and function are similar to the mouse metanephros?
There are three obvious classes of tissues here: those exhibiting branching morphogenesis of epithelial ducts (e.g. glands), an epithelial to mesenchyme transition (e.g. mesothelium, somites, vasculogenesis) and stem cells (e.g. the epiblast and the haematopoietic system). Gene expression data on such tissues for the mouse are stored in GXD, the mouse Gene Expression Database maintained by the Jackson Laboratory (Maine, USA). This resource links gene expression data to mouse developmental anatomy and one can thus use, say, 'pancreas' as a search term. GXD can be searched on-line, or indirectly via GENEX (see below) which handles tissues graphically and is now providing a direct user-friendly interface with GXD. One great strength of this database is that it not only includes links to genetic data, but also incorporates scans of published pictures so that a user can see if the expression pattern of a candidate gene is appropriate to kidney development.
What genes are expressed in genetic networks similar to those used in kidney development and function? Such searches will probably be literature or SRS based.
Are there genes whose chromosomal location suggests that they might be expressed in the kidney? These searches will be complicated and may involve searching whole DNA sequences to look for neighbours of known genes, using synteny and other bioinformatics tricks-such approaches are not for amateurs! What is the function of candidate kidney genes identified from database searches?
The simplest approach here is to search the appropriate database for the effects of mutations in a particular gene on the animal's phenotype (such data are available in the major embryo databases although that for the mouse is stored separately in TBase). A weaker but more generally useful alternative is to use PFAM, a database that analyses the gene sequence to identify function-associated motifs.
The future
The gene expression databases now available have one limitation: they link expression domains with named tissue domains. They are incapable of accurately representing expression domains whose boundaries do not mesh with those of a tissue-and many do not. In the developing kidney, for example, it is impossible to distinguish by searchable name the dense cells that surround a duct tip from the rest of the stroma, and the two cell populations of the collecting duct, the principle and the intercalated cells.
This lack of anatomical precision not only means that it is often impossible to make accurate searches but also makes it hard to investigate gene function. The solution is to use databases that map gene expression spatially; thus far, the most advanced of these databases is GENEX that maps expression patterns directly onto two-and three-dimensional histological representations of the embryo (for details, see the GENEX website), rather than through anatomical names. This database will in due course be able to answer queries along the following lines: 'given that a known receptor is expressed in, say, the peripheral blastemal cells of the kidney, give the spatial location of all suitable ligands expressed within 100 mm of that domain'. Moreover, as GENEX is directly linked to GXD, graphical interface facilitates the identification of gene expression by anatomical location.
In conclusion, the databases now available clearly make possible in silico searches for genes that might have a role in kidney development, and can give some clues as to their function. It is, however, of key importance to emphasize that database searches provide candidate genes, only experimentation can show if a candidate is worth electing.
